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This paper is an attempt to understand and define the
thermal effects of incident laser radiation on a semi-infinite
body. Based on previous research into the subject as well as
other research into laser technologies certain assumptions
are utilized to facilitate achieving usable solutions. The
incident radiation is modeled as a set of independent
functions of space and time in cylindrical coordinates. By
using the Separation of Variables technique in conjunction
with Green's Function a numerical solution to the
temperature field induced by the radiation is found. The
equations developed while solving the heat conduction
problem are then utilized in the analysis of thermal stresses
within the body. The Method of Potentials is employed to
establish the set of equations necessary to solve for the
thermal stresses within the body.
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NOMENCLATURE
T(r, z, <J>, t) : Function describing temperature of the medium (C)
r : Radius (cm) in cylindrical coordinates
z : Depth (cm) in cylindrical coordinates
$ : Angle (Degrees) in cylindrical coordinates
t : Time (seconds)
Q(r) : Spacial Distribution of incident radiation
kc : Concentration factor (1/cm2) of Spacial Distribution of incident
radiation
qo : Amplitude (Intensity) of incident radiation (Watts/cm2)
rf : Focussed radius (cm) of incident radiation
Y(t) : Temporal Distribution of incident radiation
co : Repetition Constant ofOrdered Generation for Temporal
Distribution of incident radiation
n, b, m : Dimensionless Constants for Chaotic Generation for Temporal
Distribution of incident radiation
tf : Duration of focussed radiation (sec)
a : Thermal Diffusivity (cm2/sec)
k : Thermal Conductivity (Watts/cm
-
C)
F(r, z) : Initial Temperature Function
W(r, z, $, t) : Solution to Homogenous Heat Transfer Problem
T0: Initial Temperature (oC)
0 (r, z, t) : Separation Function ofW
T(t) : Separation Function ofW
R(r) : Separation function for 0
O(cJ)) : Separation function for 0
Z(z) : Separation function for 0
v : Arbitrary separation constant
NOMENCLATURE
n. : Arbitrary separation constant
P : Arbitrary separation constant
A : Arbitrary separation constant
Jv: Bessel's Function of the First Kind of the order v
Yv : Bessel's Function of the Second Kind of the order v
Iv: Modified (Hyperbolic) Bessel's Function of the First Kind of the
order v
1/N(n.) : Normalization Integral
c (n.) : Integration Constantwith respect to 11
c (0) : Integration Constantwith respect to {3
H(z,z'): 11 dependent variables of *F
B(r.r'): 0 dependent variables ofW
G(r,tlr'#x): Green's Function
erf(x) : Error Function
f(t) : Function oft
Lf(t): Laplace Transform of f(t)
f(p)-bar : Laplace Transform of f(t)
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PROPERTIES OF INCIDENT LASER RADIATION :
SOLUTION TO HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM I
: THERMAL STRESS PROBLEM DEFINITION NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
TO
HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM
: THERMAL STRESSES SOLUTION PATH : GRAPHICAL RESULTS:
; summary:
INTRODUCTION
With the increased use of laser technologies in materials processing
and industrial applications the need arises to understand the thermal
effects of lasers on materials. This paper covers a method of analysis for the
evaluation of the thermal effects of incident laser radiation on a semi-
infinite body. The incident radiation is modeled as spatial and temporal
functions approximating the heat flux on to the body. A normal (Gaussian)
distribution is used for the spatial distribution and both an ordered (sine
wave) and a chaotic generation function are used for the temporal
distribution.
The analysis is treated in two stages. In the first stage, the associated
heat conduction problem is solved and the space and time distribution of
temperature in the body is found. Boundary and initial conditions are
defined and then the homogeneous boundary value problem is solved via
the Separation of Variables technique. This solution is utilized with Green's
Function to develop the equations that characterize the complete
temperature distribution. A Turbo Pascal computer program using
Simpson's Rule is then employed to yield numerical solutions for given
conditions and materials for the temperature field within the body.
In the second stage the distribution of thermal stresses is sought. The
method of potentials is used to define the functions describing the thermal
stresses induced by the incident laser radiation using the functions
determined while solving the heat conduction problem. Although
numerical solutions to the set of equations describing the thermal stresses
was beyond the scope of this paper the next steps required in this analysis
are defined.
RELATED RESEARCH
The majority of the publications related to the heating of bodies from
incident laser radiation can be broken down into two broad categories. The
firstwould be those primarily concerned with the characteristics, properties
and physics of the laser itself. The second category would be those papers
more concerned with the effects that radiation, or approximation of it, has
on the receiving media. This paperwill fall into this second category.
"Heat Conduction and Mass Transfer in Laser
Cutting"
by D.Schuocker
looks at various laser properties such as wavelength (A), polarization and
angle of incidence with respect to cutting and melting (welding) and not
temperature distribution within the medium. This is very typical of many of
the papers on this subject because of the growing applications of lasers in
the metals fabrication industry. S.F. Yuan et. al. went in to great detail in
"Thermical Modelisation of Laser Cutting
Process"
but once again being
primarily concerned with surface effects and material "disintegration".
"Thermal Effects in Rotating Hollow Cylinder
Lasers"
by Feng et. al. was a
study into the thermal effects on the laser itself, not the receiving media. In
this paper the physics of the incident laser energy will not be analyzed in
detail, but instead will be approximated using appropriate mathematical
functions and reasonable assumptions supported by similarwork and logic.
Those that have delved further into thermal effects of incident
radiation have typically done it mono-dimensionally. In his papers related
to this subject, J.F. Ready considers only a one dimensional approach
assuming uniform spatial distribution of the incident radiation although he
admits it is not a good assumption. Cohen, among others, works in one
dimension as well. P.H. Thomas, in his paper "Some Conduction Problems in
the Heating of Small Areas on Large Solids", points out that
"
the cooling
effect of heat flowing laterally away from the heated area becomes
important"
when heating small areas (e.g. heating a semi-infinite body
with incident laser radiation). In his work, Thomas solves heat conduction
problems similar in nature and approach (employing Green's Function) to
what is described in this paper but he looks at steady state not at the large
transients at relatively high laser powers. Similar to Ready, Thomas also
only considers a uniform spatial distribution of incident laser heating. This
paperwill look at a more representative spatial distribution of incident laser
radiation explained in the next section.
J.H. Bechtel in his paper "Heating of Solid Targets with Laser
Pulses"
is
more thorough in his analysis in terms ofworking in cylindrical coordinates
and going beyond a one-dimensional analysis. He also uses a similar
exponential spatial distribution to what will be employed in this paper.
Unfortunately, to simplify his analysis he uses a much simpler
approximation for the temporal distribution than might be considered
realistic. As with this paper, he does make use of Green's Function to solve
the heat transfer problem he presents but his selection of temporal
distributions leads to simpler but less realistic results.
The book "LaserMachining and
Welding"
by N. Rykalin, A. Uglov and
A. Kokora went into the most detail in terms of thermal analysis and effects
of incident radiation on a body. They offered a variety of mathematical
approximations for both the spatial and temporal distributions for different
types of lasers and for different assumptions. They emphasized that
"careful attention should be paid to analyzing... the spatial and temporal
characteristics of the equivalent heat sources when studying the heating of
materialswith laser
beams."
Although I have focussed on the shortcomings of the wide variety of
publications related to this subject I must point out that there were many
common themes and assumptions within these works from which many of
the assumptions and directions this paper takes are derived from. The
following sections will discuss the mathematical approximations and
assumptions to be used in this paper for the purposes of performing the
thermal analysis on a semi-infinite medium. The papers reviewed in
preparation of completing this analysis of the thermal effects of incident
laser radiation were instrumental in developing and compiling this critical
information and serve as the foundation for the entire paper.
ASSUMPTIONS
In order to present a valid analysis, the assumptions and range of
some of the critical parameters will be stated in this section. Because of
the vast range of properties of incident, absorbed radiation and
material limits, the assumptions used must be carefully selected and
justified to enable using conventional heat conduction theory and
known material properties. The high energy intensities over relatively
short periods of time make doing any kind of thermal analysis
challenging, with the analysis only being as good as the assumptions
made to complete it.
In the interest of using conventional heat conduction theory, the
analysis used in this paper will only be applicable to lasers with pulse
durations considerably larger than
1Q/9
seconds and energy flux
densities below 108 Watts/cm2. Previous research (e.g. Rykalin et. al.)
has shown that conventional heat conduction theory is not usable with
laser properties outside of those bounds. For laser intensities higher
than
109
Watts/cm2, analysis of shock waves traveling through the bulk
of the material as well as the theory of explosions should be utilized to
yield reasonably accurate results. Similarly, as explained by J.F. Ready,




seconds", therefore staying above the aforementioned
time range (>
10"9
seconds) the electrons would have made many
collisions. Therefore the use of conventional heat transfer theory is
reasonable. The analysis presented in this paper will not be valid for
laser properties beyond these bounds.
Another reason for considering lower energy intensities is to
avoid any changes of phase (melting or vaporization) within the
receiving material. Although melting is of primary concern in many
industrial laser applications, such as laser welding, the properties of
most metals do not drastically change (< 2X) as the melting point is
approached and exceeded. This paper will ignore the presence, if any,
of the liquid phase of the receiving material. Carrying this thought
process further, this paper will consider the material properties of the
receiving medium to be constants independent of temperature. The
analysis is structured such that only a single constant value for each
material property (thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity etc.) can be
inputted. Whether or not room temperature values or average values
across a certain temperature range are inputted can be decided later or
be used a diagnostic tool as part of the final analysis.
To simplify the approach used in this paper and to keep primary
focus on the effects occurring within the receiving body, all incident
radiation discussed from this point further will be assumed to be what
is absorbed by the media. By making this assumption, the thermal
effects can be studied without the distractions of considering how
much of the incident radiation is absorbed versus how much is reflected
away from the body. The assumption that the incident energy is
absorbed with high efficiency even with materials that were originally
quite reflective is common to many of the papers reviewed ( e.g. Ready,
Bechtel etc.).
The losses from convection and reradiation from the body can also
correspondingly be ignored in this analysis. Schocker explicitly states
that "energy losses by convection have been shown to be small
compared to that caused by heat conduction". Ready also offers data
in support of these assumptions: "reradiation of energy from the
7
surface is negligible. Even at 5800 K, the vaporization temperature of
tungsten, thermal reradiation amounts to about 6 X 103
W/cm2 ". In





assumption to neglect losses from reradiation and convection from the
body is valid.
A summary of the key assumptions used to complete the analysis
shown in this paper are as follows:
Incident laser energy intensities less than 1
08Watts/cm2
Laser pulse durations greater than 10-9 Seconds
No change of phase in the receiving body
Neglect losses from convection and reradiation
All incident radiation absorbed
Material properties are constants independent of temperature
Each of these assumptions are made using sound engineering
judgement and are common to the majority of research and papers
published on this subject. The assumptions are made both to simplify
the analysis as well as to enable using conventional heat conduction
theory.
PROPERTIES OF INCIDENT LASER RADIATION
As the applications and therefore technologies related to lasers
expand, the properties of the radiation produced by the wide variety of
lasers available today becomes more varied. In order to analyze the thermal
effects of laser radiation on a body, the energy parameters defining the
spatial and temporal distributions as well as the amplitude of the incident
energy for the radiation must be defined or approximated.
Spatial Distribution
The energy parameters are generally determined by the laser type, the
active medium as well as the resonator and optical focussing system
employed. The most common approaches for the spatial distribution of the
thermal flux intensity is to use either a normal (Gaussian) or a uniform
distribution. These distributions can be expressed as shown below :
Gaussian Distribution Of Laser Radiation : Q(r)
Q(r) = q0e(-kcr2) @r^0 (1)
qQ: Radiation Intensity
(1Q4- 106W/cm2)
kc: Concentration Factor (cm-2)
(Maximum radiation occurs at r = 0)
The term q0 in the expression for the normal distribution (Q(r)) shown
in Equation (1) above defines the maximum radiation intensity in Watts per
square centimeters. Through inspection of Equation (1) it is obvious that
this maximum occurs at r = 0, which is the center or focus point of the laser
beam. The constant kc is the concentration factor of the laser beam which
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the dependence of Q(r)/qQ on kc. As the concentration factor increases in
value, the laser beam becomes more focussed. While conversely as the
value decreases, the focal area becomes larger.
Uniform Distribution Of Laser Radiation : Q'(r)
Q'(r)=qQ @rf^r^0 (2)
Q'(r)=0 @ r>rf (3)
rf : Focussed radius of incident radiation (cm)
This simple approximation for the spatial distribution (Q'(r)) expressed
as Equations (2) and (3) is graphically displayed in Figure #2. Cases for
varying rf, the focussed radius of the radiation in centimeters, are shown.
Temporal Distribution
Even more so than the spatial distribution, there are a myriad of
temporal distributions which can characterize the structure of a laser pulse.
The most widely used are an ordered generation of the spike structure
radiation (basically modeled as a cosine function), chaotic generation (an
asymmetric bell-like curve which can be modeled as a product of a power
function and an exponential function) or the simplest form being a uniform
distribution (sometimes referred to as quasi-continuous wave generation).
The functions representing these distributions are shown below :
Ordered Generation Of Laser Radiation : Y(t)
Y(t) = (1-cos(cot))/2 (4)
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The ordered generation shown in Equation (4) simply
approximates a series of laser pulses or spikes as an
"ordered"
cosine wave.
Figure #3 shows the effect of varying co, the repetition constant. As co
increases, the frequency of the ordered wave pattern also increases.
Chaotic Generation Of Laser radiation : Y(t)
Y(t) = tne(-bt) (5)
n, m & b: Positive integers or fractions
This more complicated approximation for the temporal structure of
the incident radiation is shown in Equation (5). The combination of a power
function and an exponential function of t yields an approximation of a laser
beam with an initial burst of a higher intensity pulse that then decreases in
intensity and dampens over time back down to zero. Figures #4, #5 and #6
graphically show the dependence of Y(t) in Equation (5) on the constants b,
m and n respectively. Figure #4 shows that as b is decreased in value the
point of maximum radiation increases and occurs at a later time while the
point at which the radiation asymptotes to zero also moves out in time.
Figure #5 shows he dependence of Y(t) on m. As m increases in value the
maximum value of radiation increases while the rate at which the curve
dampens to zero also increases (a more powerful but shorter burst of
energy). The dependence of Y(t) on n shown in Figure #6 indicates that as n
increase the maximum radiation decreases and occurs at a later time . The
rate and time at which Y(t) asymptotes to zero is appears to be relatively
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Uniform Distribution Of Laser Radiation: Y(t)
Y(t) = 1 @0<t<tf (6)
Y(t)=0 @t>tf (7)
tf : Time of Focussed Radiation (seconds)
The uniform distribution of the temporal structure of the laser
radiation is shown in Figure #7 for varying focussed times (tf).
Angular Distribution
The angular distribution of the incident radiation of a cylindrical
laser beam is assumed to be constant.
The uniform distributions for both the spatial (Equations (2) and
(3)) and temporal distribution (Equations (6) and (7)) appear to be
oversimplifications of the normal or gaussian distributions and will
therefore not be considered in this analysis. The gaussian distribution
for the spatial structure shown in Equation (1) will be used exclusively in
this analysis. For the temporal distribution both the order generation
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HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM
Since the functions describing the incident radiation upon the medium are
expressed in terms of cylindrical coordinates, that shall be the coordinate system
utilized throughout this analysis. The function (T) describing the temperature of the
medium to be analyzed shall be described as a function of radius (r), depth (z), angle
(<J>) and time (t) as expressed by the following relationship:
TaT(r,z,<M) (4)
Consistent with the coordinate system chosen the temperature function (T) shall be
determined by utilizing the cylindrical form of the parabolic equation of heat transfer
(where a is the thermal diffusivity of the medium):
d2T/ar2 + ( 1 /r)aT/ar + ( 1 /r^a^T/ac^ + a^T/azz = ( 1 /a)aT/at (5)
The initial condition reflecting the temperature distribution within the semi-infinite
medium at time zero will be assumed to be a set of independent functions of radius,
F(r) and depth, F(z) notated as F(r,z) and expressed as:
Initial Condition: T(r,z,d>,t)lt=0 = F(r,z): F(r)F(z) (6)
The boundary condition at the surface (z = 0) of the semi-infinite medium resultant
from the influx of heat described by the spatial and temporal distributions of the
incident radiation is expressed as (where k is the thermal conductivity of the medium):
Boundary Condition: @z = 0 kaT/az = Y(t)Q(r) (7)
Where: *Y(t) = (1 - cos (cot)) / 2 (Ordered Generation) (8)
or *Y(t)=tne(-btm) (Chaotic Generation) (9)
Q(r) = qQe(-kcr2) (10)
co, n, b, m, q0, kc are constants
*At this stage of the analysis both ordered and chaotic generation functions for the
temporal distribution of the incident laser radiation will be considered.
20
The first step in solving this nonhomogeneous problem is to identify the solution
to the homogeneous boundary value problem (where the boundary condition has
been simplified) described by the following expressions:
a2W/ar2 + ( 1 /r)aW/ar + ( 1 /r2)a2^/ad>2 + d^/az2 = ( 1 /a)aW/at (11)
Initial Condition: *P(r,z,$,t)lt=0 = F(r.z) (12)
Boundary Conditions: @z = 0 a^/az = 0 (Insulated) (13)
@r = 0 W(r,z,t) Remains Finite (14)
This homogeneous boundary value problem can be solved by using the Separation of
Variables Technique. Using separation of variables, the partial differential equation of
heat conduction (11) (of four independent variables r,z,$ and t) can be separated into
four ordinary differential equations, thereby introducing three arbitrary separation
constants. The four ordinary differential equations separated out are then be solved.
The complete solution to the homogeneous problem will be determined by the
superposition of all separated solutions. We must first assume that *P(r,z,$,t) can be
separated into independent functions of the space variables(0(r, $, z)) and of time
(T(t)):
<P(r,z,d>,t)=0(r,4>,z)r(t) (15)
Substituting Equation (15) into Equation (11) and dividing all terms by 0(r, $, z)T(t)the
expression for the homogeneous boundary value problem becomes:
(1/0)(a20/ar2 + (1/r)a0/ar + (1/r2)a20/a$2 + a20/az2) = 1/aT(t) (oT(t)/dt) (16)
Since 0 and T are independent functions of different variables, the equality described
by equation (16) holds true only if both sides of the equation are equal to the same
constant, say -A.2. Equation (16) now becomes;
(1/0)(a20/ar2 + (1/r)a0/ar + (1/r2)a20/a4>2 + a20/az2) = l/ar(t) (dr(t)/dt) = -A2 (17)
21
By adding A.2 to both terms in Equation (17) and equating them to zero, they can be
reduced to the following expressions:
a20/ar2 + (l/r)a0/ar + (1/r2)a2/a4>2+a20/aZ2 + A.20 = o (18)
dT(t)/crt + cu\2r(t) = 0 (19)
Equation (18) is commonly known as the Helmholtz Equation. We assume that
Equation (18) can be further separated into independent functions of the three space
variables r, <J> and z in the form: ;
0(r, (J>, z) = R(r) *($) Z(z) (20)
By substituting in Equation (20) into Equation (18) and dividing all terms by
R(r)<(<I>)Z(z), the expression becomes :
MR(d2Rldx2 + dR/rdr) + d^O /r2$d$2 + d2Z I Zdz? + A.2
- o (21)
The equality shown in equation (21) can only be satisfied if each set of functions of
each independent variable (r, $ or z) is equated to an arbitrary separation constant in
the form of;
d2$/&d$2 = -\2 (22)
1/Rv(d ^Rv/d x2 + d Rv / rd r) - v2/r2 = .$2 (23)
d2Z/Zdz2 = -n2 (24)
Substituting the arbitrary separation constants back into Equation (21) we find that:
\2 = $2 + T[2 (25)
The separation equations can be simplified as follows, with their elementary solutions
as shown with q, v and p as separation parameters (eigenvalues);
d2Rv/dr2 + dRv/rdr + (p-v2/r2)Rv= 0 Rv({3,r): Jv(|3r) and Yv(pr) (26)
d 2$ Id $2 + <&v2 = o $(v, <J>): sin(v$)andcos(v<|>) (27)
d^Z/dz^ + Zii^= 0 Z(ri,z): sin(qz) and cos(nz) (28)
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Equation (26) shown above is referred to as Bessel's Differential Equation, with
solutions Jv(Pr) and Yv(j3r) known as Bessel Functions of order v of the first and second
kind respectively. Going back to equation (19) the function that would satisfy the
expression for T (t) is:
divert + aA.2r = 0 r(t) :
e- <^2t (29)
Because of the nature of the separation, \2 is not part of the expression for the
separation constant A.2. Analyzing the initial and boundary conditions described in
Equations (6) and (7), we can find that Equation (5) has no <J> dependence and
therefore takes the form of:
a2T/ar2 + (1/r)aT/ar + a2T/az2 = (1/a)aT/at (30)
Accordingly, the separation terms with <J> dependence can be dropped from Equations
(11) and (18), yielding the following expressions:
32ip/ar2 + (l/r)a*P/ar + a2^/az2 = (l/a)a*P/at (31)
d20/ar2 + (1/r)a0/ar + a20/az2 + A.20 = O (32)
With no $ dependence (thereby v = 0), equation (27) can be dropped from the analysis
and the solutions R0 (P,r) are zero-order Bessel's functions. The separated Equations
(26), (28) and (29) and their elementary solutions take the form of;
d 2R0 /dr2 + dR0/rdr + $2R0
= o R0 (j3,r) : Jo(0r) and Y0(|3r) (33)
d2Z/dz2 + Zi[2= 0 Z(ri,z): sin(qz) and cos(riz) (34)
dT/dt + aA.2r = 0 TCt) :
e- aA2t (35)
where A.2 =2 + ^2
Subject to the condition that R0 (P,r) remains finite at r
= 0 (consistent with the
boundary condition described by (14)), the elementary
solution to equation (33)
becomes;
d2nQ/dr2 + dR0/rdr + $2R0 = Q R0(P,r): Jo(Pr) (36)
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Applying the boundary condition described by Equation (1-3c), the elementary
solution to Equation (33) becomes:
d^Z/dz2 + Zq2= o Z(q,z): cos(qz) (37)
@z = 0dZ/dz = 0 1/N(q) = 2/n
N(q) is the Normalization Integral
For clarity the separation equations first identified in equations (19), (22), (23) and (24)
are now summarized as follows:
dlYdt + aA.2r = 0 T(t):e-aA2t
where A.2 = |}2 + x\2
(38)
d^R0/dr2 + dR0/rdr + {32R0= o Ro(P.r): Jo(Pr) (39)
d^Z/dz2 + Zq2= 0 Z(ri , z) : cos (qz) (40)
@z = 0 dZ/dz = 0 1/N(q) = 2/n
The general solution for ^(r^.t) can be expressed as the linear superposition of these









This function satisfies the differential Equation (11) as well as the boundary conditions
(13) and (14); however, it does not necessarily satisfy the initial condition (12). By
applying the
initial condition described by Equation (12), the following equality
results:
Initial Condition: *P(r,z,$,t)lt=0 = F(r,z) (12)
... @t = 0 (r,z,t) = F(r,z) =n,0/"p.0/"c( P)J0(f5r)c (q)cos(qz)dpdq (43)
24
Since the terms in F(r,z) are independent functions of r and z, we use the assumption
that F(r,z) can be expressed as F(r)F(z) with the following expressions for F(r) and F(z) :
F(r) = p=orc(P)Jo(Pr)dp (44)
F(z) =
n =orc(q)cos(qz)dq (45)

















= 0 / "cos (qz')
F(z' )dz'
)dq (49)
To solve for coefficients c (q) and c (|3) respectively, Equations (48) and (49) must be










By differentiating with respect to q and 0 respectively and canceling out like terms









These expressions for c (q) and c (p) can now be substituted into Equation (42) to form















This expression can be simplified as shown below:
ip(r'z't)=n = o/a,p=o/00[2p/nz. =0/<-r,=orcos(qz')F(z')r'Jo(Pr')F(r')dr'dz']
Jo(Pr)cos(qz)e-aA2tdpdq (55)








The only term in ^(r.z/t) that is dependent upon both q and p ise-aA2t. To separate the
exponential e-<^2t into independent functions of q and p, we must utilize Equation (25)
and the exponential identity defined by Equation (57):
\2 = p2 + I12 (25)
e(x + y) = exey (57)
The expression
e- a^2t can be separated into the following independent functions of q
andp:
e- a\2t - e- ( aq2t + ap2t) _ e-
an2te- ap2t (53)
The majority of the terms in Equation (56) can be separated out as either independent












where: H(z,z') = 2/nri = 0/0Ocos(qz')cos(qz)e-an2tdr1 (60)
B(r,r') = p=0/ajpe-ap2tjo(pr')jo(pr)dp (61)
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First, we can simplify the expression for H(z,z') shown in Equation (60) using the
following trigonometric identity:
cos A cos B = 1 /2 (cos (A-B) + cos(A + B)) (62)
The integral in Equation (60) can now be expressed as:
H(z,z') = 2/nn =
0re-an2t1/2(cosq(z-z') + cosq(z + z'))dq (63)
Simplifying this equation into a more manageable integral yields:
H(z,z') = 1/nii=0;a>(e-ari2tCosil(z-z') +e-an2tcosq(z + z'))dq (64)
The following integral relationship (identity) must be employed to resolve the integral
in Equation (64):
o/e-a2x2Cosbxdx
= n/2a(e-b2/4a2) where ab^O (65)
For the purposes of resolving H(z,z'), the values for a2, b and x for the first term of
H(z,z') would be
a2
= at, b =
(z-z'
) and x = q and for the second term
a2
= at, b = (z + z')
and x = q. Using this integral relationship in Equation (64) yields the following result:
H(z,z') = 1/n
[(n(at)1/2/2)e-(z-z'
)2/4at + (n(at)1/2/2)e-(z +
z'
)2/*at] (66)




)2 /** + e-(z +
z'
)2/4at) (67)
The expression forB(r,r') must now be solved in similar fashion:
B(r.r') =p=0/a,pe-aP2tjo(pr')Jo(pr)dp (68)
The integral identity that can be applied to B(r,r') is:
= 1/2p
(e(a2 + b2)/4p)Iv(ab/2p) (69)
Using x = P, p=crt, a = r ', b = r and v






(1/2at)e(r2 + f 2)/4ati0(rr 72at) (70)
where: Io (x) = Modified Bessel's Function of the First Kind
















NONHOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION USING GREEN'S FUNCTION
Considerthe general three-dimensional nonhomogeneous boundary value problem of
heat conduction (taken from Ozisik):
V2T(r,t) + g(r,t)/k = 3T(r,t)/adt in the region R, t>0 (75)
kiat/3ni + hiT = f(r,t) on boundary Sirt>0 (76)
T(r,t) = F(r) for t = 0, in region R (77)
It can be shown that the solution to the above heat transfer problem is:
T(r,t) = R/G(r,t | r',
x)|x=0F(r')dv'
+ o/k^/dx R/G(r,t | r',
x)g(r',t)dv'
+
ax=o/tdlci = i2sSl/G(r,t | r', x)|r- = rjf (r,t)/k,dSi (78)
Where G(r,t | r', t) is defined as the Green's Function. For the particular conditions of
the problem discussed in this paper, restated below, the solution using Green's
function can be determined.
a2T/ar2 + ( 1 /r)aT/ar + ( 1 /r2)a2T/a<J>2 + a2T/az2 = ( 1 /a)aT/at (5)
a) Initial Condition: T(r,z,$,t)lt=0 = F(r,z) (6)
b) Boundary Condition: @z = 0 kaT/az = Y(t)Q(r) (7)
Where: Y(t) = (1 -cos (cot))/ 2 (Ordered Generation) (8)
or Y(t) = tne(-btm) (Chaotic Generation) (9)
Q(r) = qQe(-l<cr2) (10)









In order to determine the appropriate Green's function, the homogeneous problem





orG(r,z,tir',z\ x )it = 0F(r ', z')dr
'dz'
{Ref. 2 pg.217} (80)
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Equating ^(r.z.t) in terms of the Green's Function (80) with the solution found using









Plugging in Equations for B(r, r
'
) (72) and H(z,
z'
) (73), the expression for the Green's
Function at x = 0 becomes:
G(r,Z,t I r ', z\ )ii = () =
(r '/ (1 6na3t3) 1/2 )e(r2 + r
'
2) /4 at^ (rr 72at)
[e-(z-z'
)2 /4at + e-(z +
z'
)2/4at ] (82)





)2 /4a(t - x ) + e-(z +
z'
)2/4a(t - x ) ) (83)
Equation (79) is utilized to solve for T(r,z,t) by implementing expressions for the






Substituting Equations for G(r,z,t i r ', z', x ) @x
= 0 and
@z'










+ 2qoa/k[ =0/dxr. =
+ r'2)/4a(t-x).
I0 (rr 72a (t
- x




The simplest assumption for the initial condition of the semi-infinite medium is to
define F(r, z) as a constant ambient initial temperature T0. The first term ofT(r,z,t) can










The integration with respect to r
'
can be reduced to:
wherec=1/4at (87)
The following Bessel's Function identities can be utilized to redefine Equation (87):





Utilizing the following integral relationship, the modified integral in equation (89) can
be evaluated :
ie(-pz2)jv(wz)dz = (e-w2/4p)wv/(2p)v + 1 (90)
where: v = 0; p = c= 1/4atand w = i2cr = i2r/4at
r._0
J"




= 2at e(r2/4at) (91)
The first term of T(r,z,t) becomes:




























Using the following integral relationship, equation (94) can be simplified as shown
below:
o/-e(-x2/4p-Yx)dx
= (np)i/2e(pY2)[1 -erf(yVp)] erf(x) = Error Function (95)
where: p= at; y= -z/2at and z / 2at; erf(x) = 2/Vn0 /
x
e-t2dt (96)
The expression (92) can now be reduced to:
[e-z2/4atT0/(4nat)l/2][(nat)l/2ez2/4at[i-erf(-z/2(at)l/2) + 1-erf(z/2(at)l/2)]] (97)
Canceling out and combining terms, the first term ofT(r,z,t) becomes:
T0 [2- (erfX-z/2(at)l/2) + erfIz/2(at)1/2))] / 2 (98)
Using the following relationship:
erf(x) + erf(-x) = 0 (99)
The first term of T(r,z,t) reduces to: TQ
The complete expression for T(r,z,t) now takes the form of:
To + 2qoa/kx =
+ r'2)/4a(t-x).
Io (rr 72a (t
- x
))e-z2Ma(t - x ) Y(x) e(-kcr '2)dr
'
(100)
The second term of T(r,z,t) must now be integrated. For clarity, the terms dependent
upon r
'






Using the same Bessel's Function identities employed to solve the first term, the
integration with respect to r
'
can be performed as shown below:





ie(-pz2)Jv(wz)dz = (e-w2/4p)wv/(2p)v+ 1 (103)
where: v = 0; p = 0 +kc4a(t-x))/4a(t-x)and w= ir/2a(t-x) (104)
The completed integration with respect to r
'
for that portion of the second term
becomes:
[2a (t - x ) / (1 + kc4a(t -x )) ]e(r2/(4 a(t-x)d + kc4 a(t-x ))} (105)
Substituting the expression (105) in to the equation for the second term (101) the
following expression results:
2qoa/kt =0/(2a(t-x)/[(1 +kc4a(t-x)) (l6na3(t-x)3)l/2)]
e{r2/(4 a(t -x )(1 + kc4 a(t -x ))}er2 /4 a(t -x )e-z2 /4a(t - x ) Y(x) dx ( 1 06)
The second term ofT(r,z,t) takes the form of:
qoa/ kt=0/(l /(1 + kc4a(t -x )) (na(t - x ))1/2)y(x)
e(r2/(4 a(t -x )(1 + kc4 a(t -x )) + -r2 /4 a(t -x ) + -z2 /4a(t - x ))dx (107)
This term must now be integrated numerically, depending on the type of temporal




In order to solve the integral representing the second term of the
temperature distribution function T(r, z, t) of the semi-infinite body a Turbo
Pascal computer program was written. Simpson's Rule was used to
numerically integrate the integral shown in expression (107). The program
was written and run on an IBM Personal Computer (PC) AT. The plots shown
were manually created based on the data outputted by the program. The
attached copy of the computer program was for the ordered generation
case. Separate programswere written to solve this integral using either the
ordered generation of the temporal distribution of the laser radiation or
the chaotic generation. The programs are identical except for this
difference. They are structured such that the material constants and laser
properties can be easily modified from run to run. To develop data to
evaluate temperature in the body versus either of the cylindrical
coordinates (radius and depth) or time, an iterative process must be
followed. For instance, to create the family of curves in Figure #9 separate
computer runs had to be complied for each value of radius (r) versus time.
Although some what time consuming and labor intensive, the program was
adequate for the purposes of this paper.
The materials considered for the purposes of displaying the output of
the analysis were aluminum and steel. The materials properties used for
each are as follows:




The choice of these materials gives a reasonable comparison of a relatively
good heat conductor with a relatively poor one. The properties are
relatively constant over a wide temperature range meeting one of the
initial assumptions.
Graphical results of the temperature distributions within the body for a
wide variety of incident laser conditions are shown in the next section.
Intuitively the results appear reasonable and qualitatively compare
favorably to similar results of papers discussed previously. The ability to
analyze the effects of various simple and complicated temporal
distributions of incident radiation is of significant importance in this paper.
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amp = 10000.0; (Watts/square centimeter}
kconcent = 5.0 :{l/square centimeters)
kconduct = 0.45 ; { wat t s/cent 1 met er-degrees C)
var sum, upper .lower.x.del ta_x , even_sum. odd_sum. end_sum, suml ,
radius, zdepth, time,tau,fourat,fourkat,fkat . combo .di vi sor ,
mu ) t , omega , tempor : rea 1 ;p1 eces ,
1 : i nteger ;
function fx(x: real): real;
{ find fx(x)}
begin
tempor: = 1 -cos ( omega* x ) ; (dimension I ess)
tau:=t1me-x; (seconds)
f ourat : =4 . 0*al pha*tau; (square centimeters)
fourkat : = 1 . 0+kconcent *4 . 0*a 1 pha*tau; (dlmensl on I ess)
combo: =fourat*fourkat ; (square centimeters)
d1v1sor:=1 . 0/ ( fourkatsqrt (p1 *a I pha*tau) ) ; ( 1 /cent 1meters)
mul t : =amp*al pha*d1 v1 sor/kconduct ; (degrees C/second)
fkat:=1 .0-fourkat ; (dlmenslonless)
fx:= mult*tempor* exp( (sqr( radl us )) *fikat /combo - sqr (zdepth ) /f ourat )
( function fx )
end;
( numerical Integration by Simpson's rule )
( function 1s f (as parameter), limits are lower and upper )
( with number of regions equal to pieces )










readl n( t 1me) ;
rad1us:= 0.0;
1 ower := 0.0:
wr1 te ln(
'
omega 1s: ', omega, 'kconcent: '. kconcent);
repeat
upper:= t1me-0.l;
pieces : = 2 ;
del ta_x : = ( upper 1 ower) /p1 eces :
odd_sum:=f x( lower+de I ts_x ) ;
even_sum : =0 . 0 :
end_sum:=f x( 1 ower) +fx (upper) ;
sum: = ( end_sunn-4 . 0*odd_sum) *de 1 ta_x /3 . 0 ;




del ta_x : = (uppei 1 ower ) /p1 eces ;
even_sum: =even_sum+odd_sum:
odd sum: =0.0;
for~1:=1 to pieces d1v 2 do
beg 1 n
x:=!ower+del
ta_x ( 2 . 0* 1 - 1 .0) ;
odd_sum:
=odd_sum+f x ( x )
sum: = ( end_sum+4 .
0*odd_sum-t-2 . 0*even_sum) *de 1 ta_x /3 . 0 ;
( wri teln(p1eces:5.sum) )
untl 1 abs( sum-sum 1
)<=abs(tol sum) ;










't1me= ', time); )
radius
:=rad1us+1 .0;
unt 1 1 rad1us>=1 1 ;
(wr1teln(chr(4),'d1ffus1v1ty=
. alpha) ; )
(wr1teln(chr(4).'conduct1v1ty='. kconduct) )
GRAPHICAL RESULTS
The following section contains a series of graphs showing the
temperature rise in a semi-infinite body with respect to radius (r), depth (z)
(both in centimeters) and time in seconds. The first set of graphs deal with
the response of a body to a chaotic generation temporal distribution, as
defined by Equation (5) and displayed in Figures #4, #5 and #6. The second
set of graphs represent the response of a body to an ordered generation
temporal distribution, as defined by Equation (4) and displayed in Figure
#3. The effects at different coordinates and varying times are shown for
each. Additionally, a comparison for the temperature rise and rate of
response for a conductive material (aluminum) versus a relatively
non-
conductive material (steel) are included for each temporal condition.
Chaotic Generation Curves (Figures #8 - #13)
The chaotic generation of incident radiation is defined as a
combination of a power function (tn) and an exponential function (e(-btm))
of t as shown in Equation (5). Qualitatively it can be described as an initial
burst of higher intensity pulses that peak quickly and then decrease in
intensity and asymptote over time to zero. The constants b, n and m
determine the rise and decline rates as well as the peak temperature rise
and the time atwhich the peak occurs.
Figure #8 shows the temperature rise versus time for an aluminum
body at a depth of 5 cm and at a radius of r
= 0. The constants for the
temporal distribution are b = 1, n=0.5 and m = 3 (Plot of the temporal
distribution in this case is shown in Figure #5). The spatial distribution
employs a concentration factor of 2.0 (spatial distribution plots are shown
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in Figure #1). Considering the high input power (10,000 W/cm2), the
maximum temperature rise seems small (<5C) but in retrospect, the total
effective pulse duration was barely over a second and Figure #8 represents
a depth of 5 cm. The response time of the material is evident in that the
temperature rise peak at the 5 cm depth occurred at 6 seconds for a pulse
which peaked at less than one second. Figure # 9 yields a better picture of
the response of the material. At the depth of z = 2 cm, considered in Figure
#9, the temperature increase in the material is significantly more than at
z = 5 considered in Figure #8. The lines of constant radius reveal that the
peak temperature is attained at r = 0, which obviously is where the peak
intensity of the incident radiation resides. As the radius increases, the
dampening effect of being further away from the source of the radiation is
apparent. Also, as the radius increases the time at which the peak
temperature rise is reached increases, while the actual value of the peak
temperature rise decreases.
Figure #10 takes the information contained in Figure #9 for an
aluminum body and compares it to the same data in a steel body. The
highly conductive aluminum attains a higher temperature rise at an earlier
time compared to the relative non-conductive steel. The time constant for
the response of the aluminum body is much shorter than that for the steel
body. Similarly, the steel retains the temperature rise much longer than the
aluminum because the conductive losses are much less.
Figures #11 and #12 evaluate the spatial effects in the two
dimensional cylindrical coordinates that this analysis studies. Figure #11
displays how the temperature response of the body versus radius at each
depth layer dampens the spatial input of the radiation. At the surface
(z = 0), the temperature response versus radius looks very similar in shape to
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the spatial input. Conversely at the depths of 3,4 and 5 cm, the temperature
rise is dampened almost to the point of a flat line. Similar effects versus
depth for constant radii are shown in Figure #12. The larger the radius or
further away from the source, the more dampened the temperature
response.
Although somewhat confusing, Figure #13 yields interesting data as
well. The plot of temperature rise versus radius for lines of constant time
show from another vantage point what is happening in terms of the
temperature response in a given material. At a given radius Figure #13
demonstrates the rapid temperature rise and then decline especially at the
center of the source, r = 0. Also the fact that the time at which the
maximum temperature rise is reached increases with increasing radius; at
r = 0 cm the maximum occurs at t = 2.5 seconds but the maximum at r = 4 cm
does not occur until t = 5 seconds. The peak temperature rise at the surface
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Y(t) = t exp(-bt )
b= 1,n = 0.5, m = 3
Q(r) = exp(-kcr )
kc = 2.0
0 2 3
Radius in centimeters Figure #11
Temperature Versus Depth
















































































b = 1, n = 0.5, m = 3
Q(r) = exp(-kcr )
kc = 2.0
Z = 0 Z = -1 Z = -2 Z = -3
Depth in centimeters
Z = -4 Z = -5
Figure #12
Temperature Versus Radius
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Ordered Generation Curves (Figures #14 - #17)
The ordered generation temporal function utilized; as described
previously, is a cosine function function of t as described by Equation (4) and
Figure #3. The input radiation is cycles constantly versus time as depicted in
Figure #3 (as opposed to asymptoting to zero as with the chaotic
generation). The constant co represents the frequency of the cosine curve.
Figure #14 shows the response of an aluminum material to a given
order generation input with a frequency of co = 20n at a depth of z = 1 cm
and a radius of r = 0 cm. The initial response of the material is delayed and
then the temperature rise rate becomes almost linear and rather rapid.
Figure #15 considers the same input but at a depth of z = 0.5 cm for both
aluminum and steel. Similar to Figure #14 the response of the aluminum
lags at first but then rises rapidly with the continuous input radiation. Also,
at the shallower depth, the response curve of the aluminum is not as
smooth and seems to follow the cyclic nature of the cosine temporal
distribution of the input. The ability of this material to follow the shape of
the input is impressive. On the other hand, the response of the steel
material lags considerably compared to the aluminum and its curve is
smooth (similar to the aluminum curve in Figure #14). The interesting
aspect of Figure #15 is the crossover point of the two curves which occurs at
roughly t = 0.8 seconds. At this point the temperature rise of the less
conductive steel eclipses that of the more conductive aluminum. The
greater conductive losses in the aluminum over shadows the fact that it also
is conducting the effects of the
input radiation at a greater rate than the
46
steel. The steel intuitively will have the larger temperature gradient as a
result.
Figure #16 shows the same kind of spatial dependence displayed in
Figures #11 and #12 for the chaotic generation. Figure #17 shows the
same information, but compares aluminum to steel for varying radius. The
steepness of the steel curve with respect to the aluminum curves shows the
non-conductive nature of this material. The temperature gradients of each
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Radius in centimeters Figure #16
Temperature Versus Radius



















































































Radius in centimeters Figure #17
GRAPHICAL RESULTS (con't)
Summary
This section simply displays an example of the curves that can be
generated as a result of the heat conduction analysis completed in this
paper. The outputs possible are infinite with the varying input constants of
both the spatial and temporal distributions as well as the materials
constants for those materials to be studied. The curves plotted were chosen
to reflect the nature of the time and spatial response of two materials of
different levels of conductivity. They reflect the basic dependencies of the
materials chosen, the properties of incident radiation and the areaswithin a
given body forwhich the thermal effects are of interest.
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ANALYSIS OF THERMAL STRESSES
In order to analyze the thermal stresses induced upon the semi-infinite medium,
the expression for the temperature profile in the medium developed earlier must be
employed. Using Equation (79), with TQ representing the first term of the expression,




t=0/ dxG(r,z,t I r \ z\ x )l2.=0Y(x)Q(r
'
) (108)
Since G(r,z,t I r ', 0, x )=G(r,z,t-x I r ', 0, 0) this can be substituted into the above
equation:
t
T(r,z,t) =To+ ar,=0/0Odr%=0/dxG(r,z,t-xir')0) 0)Y(x)Q(r') (109)
We know that the Laplace Transform of a given real-valued function of the real
variable t, where 0^ t< <*>, can be defined as:
LfU) = f-bar(p) = ore-ptfU)dt (110)
L(fi(t)+ g(t))= f-bar(p) + g-bar(p) (111)






T can be transformed utilizing the Convolution Theorem (Convolution product fx* f2
is defined as 0/tf1(t-x)f2(x)dx ) as follows:
L(fx* f2) = f1-barf2-bar (115)
Therefore: T2-bar= ar>=0 / "dr
'Q(r'
)Y(p)-barG-bar (116)
LT(r,z,t)=T-bar=To/p + ar>=0/ODdr 'Q(r')Y(p)-barG-bar (117)
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The expression for G-bar is obtained from the solution to the heat conduction
problem. From Equations (81), (60) and (61) we know:






where: H(z,z') = 2/nri = kosdizje-ar^tdn (60)
B(rlr') =
p =0/-pe-ap2tjo(pr')Jo(pr)dp (61)
Substituting Equations (60) and (61) into Equation (81) Green's Function at x = 0 can be
represented as:









- x for t and
z'
= 0 the expression for Green's Function to be used is:
G(r,z,t-x lr',0, 0 ) =2rVnp=0/0DdPq=0/ajdr1pjo(pr')Jo(Pr)cos(iiz)e-a(p2+q2)t-x (H9)
Since we are transforming the expression for T using the Convolution Theorem, the
expression for G to be transformed is not a function of t x but only of t. Using the
Laplace Transform identity below the Green's Function can be transformed as follows:
G(r,z,t lr',0, 0 ) =2r'/np=0/0DdPn=0rdiiPJo(Pr')Jo(Pr)cos(r1z)e-a(P2+n2)t (119)
Le-kt=l/(p + k) (120)
Therefore: Le-a(P2+n2)t = l/(p+
a(ii2
+ P2)) (121)
Thus the Laplace Transform of G(r,z,t I r ', 0, x )il=0 can be shown to equal :
G-bar(r,z,pir',0)0)lx=0
= 2r7np=0rdPq=0rdrip\Jo(Pr')Jo(Pr)
costrizMlAp+ aO^ + p'2))) (122)
The expression for the transform T-bar now becomes:






METHOD OF POTENTIALS ($)
In order to solve for the stresses associated with temperature we will employ the
Method of Potentials as defined below:
V2$=mT(r,z,t) m= (l + v1/l-v1)a1 (125)
vt: POISSON'S RATIO
aa: COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR EXPANSION
where: V2X = a It dr (raX /ar) + d^X/r^ ae2 + a2X/az2 (126)




where: V2r=d/rdr (rd/dr) = a2/ar2 + (l/r)a/ar (128)
Therefore: v2X= a2X/ar2 + (l/r)aX/ar+ a2X/az2 (129)
The expression for the Method of Potentials also holds true for the Laplace Transform
of T above:
V2$-bar=mT-bar (130)





By separating out the terms not dependent on
r or z from G-bar, a simplified
expression for v2$2-bar becomes:
G-bar= p=0/0OdPn=0/<DdiiJo(Pr)cos(riz)$ (134)









Using known trigonometric relationships it is also easy to show that:
V2zcos(riz) = - ri2cos(iiz) (138)







This can be checked by computing v2$2-bar using the assumed expression for <J>2-bar.
Using only functions of r and z for simplicity the assumed solution can be verified :
$2-bar= - MJotprJcosdizVdi2 + p2) (140)
where: M=mar,=ordr'Q(r')Y(p)-barp=0/ODdPn=0/ODdr1$ (141)
v24>2-bar -a It ar (r a<J>2-bar /ar) +a2<|>2-bar/az2 (142)
v2<J>2-bar= 3 It ar (ra [-MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(r12 + p2)] /ar)
+ a2
[-MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(r12
+ p2)] /az2 (143)
From the theory of Bessel's Functions the following relationships are known :
aJ0(Pr)/ar= -pJi(Pr) (144)
32j0(Pr)/ar2= - p2J0(Pr) + fl/rJi(0r) ( 145)
a /rar (raJ0(Pr) /ar) = a2j0(pr)/3r2 + (l/r)aJ0(Pr)/ar
= - P2J0(Pr) + p/rJi(Pr)- pVrJi(Pr) (146)
Therefore: a /rar (raJ0(Pr) /ar) = - p2J0(Pr) (147)
Subsequently:
a It dT (ra
[-MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(ri2
+ P2)] /ar) =
p2MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(r12
+ p2) (148)






+ p2)] /az2= r12MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(r12 + p2) (151)
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Substituting the expressions for a /r ar (r a<J)2-bar /ar) and a2$2-bar/az2 back into the
equation for v2<J>2-bar yields:
V2<J)2-bar= P2MJ0(pr)cos(riz)/(r12+ p2) +
i12MJo(Pr)cos(r1z)/(ri2
+ P2) (152)
V24>2-bar= (p^-H^MJ0(pr)cos(r1z)/(it2-hP2) =MJo(Pr)cos(iiz) (153)
Therefore $2-bar=MJ0(pr)cos(riz)/(ri2 + p2) is an acceptable solution
We now go back and evaluate the equation for v^-bar
where: V2(J)1-bar=mT0/p (132)
<J)1-bar= <J)1-bar(r) only (154)
Using an auxiliary expression cj)-hat for c^-bar we can solve for cjybar as shown below:
V2r $-hat = (l/r)d/dr(rd(J)-hat/dr) = 1/r (d<J>-hat/dr +
rd2$-hat/dr2
) (155)
Thus: (l/r)d/dr(r(d<J.-hat/dr)) = c1 (156)
d/dr(r(d4>-hat/dr)) = c1r (157)
r(d<J)-hat/dr) =C1r2/2 + C2 (158)
d<J)-hat/dr=c1r/2 + Cg/r (159)
4>-hat=C1r2/4+ Cglnr+ Co Assume C2 and C3 are zero for cj>1-bar (160)
<t>-hat=c1r2/4 (161)
Therefore: 4>1-bar=mT0/p (r2/4) (162)
The solution developed for cjybar must now be checked by performing the
v2
operation on Equation (162):
d^-bar/dr= d/dr (mTo/p (r2/4)) = (r/2)mTo/p (163)
rdct.1-bar/dr= (r2/2)mT0/p (164)
d/dr(rd4)1-bar/dr) = (r)mT0/p (165)
l/r(d/dr(rd<l)1-bar/dr)=mT0/p (166)




mT0/p (r2/4) satisfies the
equation and is an acceptable expression for c^-bar.
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$-bar can be now summarized as follows:
<|)-bar= cJ)1-bar+ 4)2-bar (131)
$1-bar=mT0/p(r2/4) (162)
$2-bar= - MJ0(Pr)cos(r1z)/(r12 + p2) (140)
<J)-bar=mTo/p(r2/4)
-
mcv=0 / "dr 'Q(r
'







Using: M= -mar>=ordr,Q(r')Y(p)-barp=0/00dPii=0/CDdii$ (141)
where: $= 2r7npJ0(pr')(l/(p +
a(ii2
+ P2))) (135)
In order to simplify the process of solving for the thermal stresses we introduce the
following to remove T0 from the analysis and only consider the thermal stresses arising
from temperature changes:
T-hat=T(r,z,t) - T0 = T2 (170)
Subsequently the potential becomes an expression of $2-bar only:
<J>-bar-4>1-bar= <J)2-bar (171)
For the purposes of this analysis only $2-bar will be considered from this point on for
the development of the set of equations defining the thermal stresses induced in the























Using the modification to the denominator above and only those terms dependent
upon qwe can integrate <J>2-barwith respect to n :
<J>2-bar(r1) =
l/pn=0/aocos(r1z)[l/(ri2
+ p2)- l/(p/a +
n.2
+ P2)]dn. (174)
The following integral relationship can now be utilized to solve the integral :
+ b2) = ne-bz/2b for z>0,b>0- (175)
The integral separates into the sum of two parts. The first with the constant b = p and
the second with the constant b = (p2 + p/a)i/2. Applying these constants with the
integral relationship above yields the integration of <J>2-barwith respect toil :
$2-bar(ii) = n/2p {e-fc/p -
e-(P2+ p/a)1/2z /(p2 + p/a)i/2> (176)
The complete Equation for <|>2-bar becomes:






- e-(P2+p/a)1/2z /(p24-p/a)l/2) (177)
Further simplification for $2-bar can be accomplished by integrating with respect to r '.













e-kc-r'2 into Equation (178) yields:





The following integral relationship can be used to




where v= 0 x=0/ajxe-px2Jo(ax)
= e-a2/4p/2p (181)
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For the purposes of integrating Equation (179) with respect to
r'
we substitute x = r ',
p
= kc anda= pinto Equation (181) :
<J)2-bar(r') = )dr = e(-P2/4kc) /2kc (182)
The complete solution for <J)2-bar now becomes:
$2-bar= - maY(p)-bar/2pkCp=ordpe(-P2/4kc)J0(pr)p
{e-Pz/p-e-(P2+p/a)1/2z /(p2+p/a)i/2) (183)
The steps necessary to complete the thermal stresses portion of the
analysis are
presented in the next section.
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THERMAL STRESSES SOLUTION PATH
The next step in the process of solving for the thermal stresses, once the thermal
potential (<J>) is expressed in its simplest form, is to find the first and second stresses to





The set of expressions that define a(1) are taken from Nowacki. The equations for the
first stresses are defined as:
arr<1)=:- 2p(r1cp)r + cpjZZ) = - 2 p(a<J>/r ar+324^2) (185)
azz(1)= " 2 P(rl<t>(r + $,rr)=- 2 u(3$ It 3r+ 32$/3r2 ) (186)
(T<t,(t,(1)=
-2l1(<l>,rr+Cp>zz)=-2p(32(})/3r2-|-32(i)/az2) (187)
arz(1)= 2p$)I.z= 2pa2cp/3r3z (188)
The boundary conditions at the surface (z = 0) of the semi-infinite body we are
considering would have to be:
)z= 0 arz(1)+ orz(2) = 0 (189)
)z=0 a (1)+ a77<2)= 0 (190)zz zz
In order to satisfy these boundary conditions the equations for the second stresses
must be evaluated by means of the Love Function ( C and D are integration constants
which are determined via application of the boundary conditions):
^ =p=or(C + PzD)e-PzJ0(Pr)dp (191)













Where: A = 2G/(l-2v) (197)
V2
= 32/ar2 + 3/rar-l-32/3z2 (198)
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Although the expression for thermal potential (Equation (183) is hardly in its simplest
form, by inspection it appears that the equations for a (1)and o (2)can be evaluated~ "
zz zz
without too much difficulty. Since azz(1) only requires differentiation with respect to r,
it can be reduced using the following differential relationships:
3j0(Pr)/3r= -pj1(pr) (199)
3j0(Pr) / rar= - pMi(Pr)/r (200)
32j0(pr)/3r2= - P2J0(Pr) + {JJi(j3r)/r (201)
3j0(Pr) It 3r+32j0(pr)/3r2= - pj^prVr - p2J0(Pr) +pJi(pr)/r=- P2J0(Pr) (202)
Combining Equations (186) and (202) the expression for azz(1) becomes:
azz(1)= - 2 pmaY(p)-bar/2pkCp=0/0Odpe(-P2/4kc)Jo(pr)p3
{e-Pz/p-e-(P2+p/a)1/2z /(p2 + p/a)i/2} (203)




Since the sum of the stresses azz(1)and cizz(2)as defined by the boundary condition (190)




must equal zero at z = 0.
Equation (192) can now be evaluated to determine the relationship between the
integration constants C and D. Incorporating equation (191) into (192):
azz<2)
=A3/3z[(2-v)V2-32/3z2] [p=or(C + PzD)e-p\J0(Pr
)]dp*
(205)
Using the same relationships (199) through (202) it can be shown that:
3$/rar+ 32D/3r2= -p=0/a5(C + PzD)e-Pzp2Jo(Pr)dp (206)
Integrating the Love Function with respect to
z yields the following:
3$/az =p=orpDe-M0(Pr ) - P(C +





p2De- frJoflir ) -







2P2De-M0(Pr ) + P2(C +
PzD)e- PzJ0(Pr )dp (209)
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Employing the relationships defined in Equations (209) and (210) Equation (205) can be
evaluated as shown:
oJ2)
=A 3/3z [(2-v)p=0r - 2p2De- i3zj0(pr )dp
+




2P2De-M0(pr ) + 2vP2De- PzJ0(pr )
- P2(C + pzD)e- p\T0(pr )]dp (2i2)
azz<2>
=Ap=o-r0[ 2p3De-pZJ0(Pr ) - 2vp3De- p\J0(Pr )
+ P3(C + pzD)e- PzJ0(Pr )dp -
p3De-
M0(Pr )]dp (213)
azz(2)=Ap=0/0Dp3Jo(pr)e-Pz[D-2vD + C +PzD]dp (214)
Applying the boundary condition at z = 0 the relationship between C and D can be
determined:
@z= 0 azz(2) = 0 =D-2vD +C + PzD (215)
Therefore: C = (2v-1)D (216)




The complete sets of equations describing the second stresses can all be evaluated in
similar fashion utilizing the differential relationships shown previously and the






=Ap=0rp2e-PzD(-2vpjo(Pr) + [2v +Pz-2][-pjo(Pr)+Ji(Pr)/r]dp (218)
aw(2)=Ap=0 /




At this point, all the second stresses are defined, the boundary conditions known and
the relationship between the integration constants solved for. The next step in order
to enable full definition of the thermal stresses is to reduce the expression for the
thermal potential (183) to a workable form. The complexity of the function and the
fact that it is really two operations (Integration and Inverse Laplace Transformation)
away from being usable in the equations to solve for thermal stresses puts it beyond
the scope of this paper. To continue with the development of the equations for first
stresses similar to Equation (203) would yield a set of unique expressions similar to
Equation (183) in complexity, but each requiring its own independent and unique
integration and inverse Laplace transformation. Obviously not an enviable path to
travel down. The appropriate next steps would be to reduce Equation (183) prior to
solving for the first stresses. The first step would either be to evaluate the following
integral present in (183):
p=o/QdPe(-P2/4kc)j0(pr){e-Pz
-pe-z(P2+p/a)i'2/(p2+P/a)i/2} (221)




Once either step (221) or (222) were performed the resultant integration or inverse
Laplace Transform would have to be completed. Numerical techniques could be
utilized with either step, but the output would have to be expressed as a function or
functions applicable to the equations defining the set of first stresses. This major
undertaking will not be attempted in this paper.
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SUMMARY
A complete comparison of this paper to those on similar subjects
shows the assumptions I have made are valid and reasonable in pursuing
realistic solutions to this complex problem or set of problems. The functions
chosen for the spatial and temporal distributions for the incident laser
radiation represent the most realistic but workable functions shared in part
by some of the other papers. The key advantage here is that both the
spatial and temporal functions used here are realistic while most of the
other works sacrificed one (either temporal or spatial) to facilitate their
analysis.
Although the heat transfer analysis completed in its entirety in this
paper is for a relatively common set of initial conditions and coordinates,
the boundary conditions applied by the incident radiation make it
extremely complex and the analysis less than intuitive. The heat conduction
solution path of utilizing the Separation of Variables technique for the
homogeneous boundary value problem followed by the implementation of
the Green's Function to complete the nonhomogeneous portion of the
analysis is a warranted approach for the conditions set forth defining the
analysis desired. The Turbo Pascal computer program written to supply
numerical solutions for a given set of input and materials constants provides
the data necessary to complete the heat transfer analysis. It is flexible and
can accommodate any variety of material or laser properties as well as be
modified to provide results with respect to any of the three independent
variables (radius, depth and time). The graphs provided show the capability
of the analysis for those prescribed inputs. The numerical results all
compare very favorably to analysis presented by other authors.
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The thermal stresses portion of this paper furnishes a solid foundation
for a comprehensive thermal analysis to be completed. The problem
conditions are defined and the initial equations using the Method of
Potentials are set up. The steps necessary to finalize the
analysis are laid out
in detail. The complexity of those steps were beyond
what could be
handled in the context of this work.
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